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Dear Briony Mills, 

Further to my telephone conversation, I now understand that the CHRE has 
agreed to undertake a full review of the ’fitness to practice’ hearing 
of Jane Barton. 

I would request that your urgent review takes into account, ~ot only the 
transcripts and evidence of both the GMC hearing and the coroners 
inquest, but also takes account of the vast amount Of unused evidence, 
that to date the police have been hiding away, including the elusive 
"Baker Report". ( The death audit). 

I believe that as part of your review you should also take account and 
indeed interview each of the expert witnesses that were used in all of 
the police investigations, their written reports are all available from 
Hampshire police ( except of course the elusive "baker report"]. 

I also feel that your review, considering the guilty findings of the 
panel, and the seriousness of those charges, should take into account 
the other 82 deaths that were part of the police investigatzons and 
indeed the 3000+ by her own admission that she may have been involved 
in. 

I believe that then, you wlll be able to give, as Timothy Langdale QC 
said, ’an informed decision’ and not one based on the ’media hype’ 

I believe also, you will realize just how ridicules the conditions that 
were put upon her are, given the seriousness of the charges to which she 
zs guilty. 

Multiple 12 ? serlous professional misconduct charges, that have all led 
to the premature death, of an old and vulnerable person. 

These charges were, as the chair of the panel said, proved to a criminal 
standard, i.e. ’ beyond reasonable doubt’. 

With regard the 184 testimonials that Timothy Langdale QC sneaked 
I’m sure that Shipman himself could have come up with at least that many 
testimonials, had he been given like Barton, a further i0 years to 
practice his skills. These are not worth the paper they are written on 
and have absolutely no bearing on her past actions, therefore I believe 
zn your revlew yon shou]d totally disregard them. 

Hdvzng once reviewed all the evidence, I feel it is your duty to refer 
tbls matter to the high courE, with a recommlendation that the panel’s 
decision be overturned and thzs doctor be erased from the medical 
regzster, out of harms way, forever. 

I believe it would also be your duty, as a publlc body, to hand all your 
findings to the police, with a reco~dnendation to bring criminal charges 
against this doctor. 

Ot] a personal note, and with your znsight into the tragzc events at this 
hospital under D~ Barton, I would ask that yo~ contact your own MP 
reqmesting that he supports and s[gns the early day motion EDM 691 
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’Deaths At Gosporr Hospital’. Help us to get the full public enquiry 
that my father deserves. 

I look forward co your early reply. 

Iain Wilson. 
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